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“Results are a
consequence of doing
things well and having
high standards,
improving the detail
of how we play”
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Year 7 Autumn 1 Knowledge Organiser 2021

Examples of Activities
These are a small sample of activities that teachers could ask you to complete.

Read, Cover, Write, Check

Mind Mapping

Good for learning definitions and vocabulary

Useful when coming to the end of a topic

Explaining a Diagram

Step 1: Read the part of the section you
want to remember.
Step 2: Read it again.
Step 3: Read it aloud.
Step 4: Cover the part you are
remembering with your book.
Step 5: Write as much as you can
remember in your exercise book.
Step 6: Check your answers with a tick
for correct answers or a cross for
incorrect.
Step 7: Correct your mistakes with the
information from that section.

Step 1: Read the part of the section you
want to remember.

Step 1: Copy the diagram, leaving labels
blank

Step 2: Draw a mind map with the key
information without looking at the page.
Step 3: Add any extra information that
provides more detail about the topic

Step 2: Use Read, Cover, Write method
to fill in the blank labels.

Step 4: Check your answers using the
information in all three sections of the
Knowledge Organiser.
Step 5: Correct any mistakes

Step 3: Check your answers using your
class notes or ask your teacher to check
in your next lesson.

Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 6: Write a paragraph explaining
what is happening in the diagram and
give specific examples.
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Reading Log
Autumn Term

Time

Score

Range

Username: ____________________________
Password: ____________________________

Please tick the reading log on each day that you read for 20 minutes or more and make sure each week it is signed.
Week

Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Sat

Sun

Book(s) read (Title and author)

AR Quiz % Score and Date

Parent/Guardian/ Staff
Signature

7/9

14/9

21/9

28/9

5/10

12/10

19/10

Half
term
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English Year 7 Unit 1: Myths and Legends
Key Themes and Ideas

The Hero’s Journey (Cycle)
1. Call to adventure

Power

Murder

12. The ordinary world

Gods

Curses

11. Return with the elixir

Trust v Betrayal

Bravery and Courage

Mortality

Fate

Prophecies

Danger of Curiosity

Battles and Quests

Pride

Vocabulary tier 2
Implicit
Adjective
Explicit
Adjective
Philosophy
Noun

Gender
Noun

Drama
Noun

Definitions

Something that is suggested rather than
said.
Stated clearly and in detail, leaving no
room for confusion or doubt.
A theory or attitude that acts as a
guiding principle for behaviour.
A term used broadly to denote a range
of identities that do not correspond to
established ideas of male and female.
An exciting, emotional, or unexpected
event or circumstance.

2. Refusal of the call
3. Meeting with the mentor
4. Cross the threshold into the
unknown

10. Resurrection

5. Tests, allies enemies

9. The road back

6. Approach to the innermost cave

8. Reward,

Vocabulary tier 3
Tragedy
Hamartia

7. The supreme ordeal

Definitions

Sorrowful or terrible events encountered or caused by a heroic
individual.
A fatal flaw leading to the downfall of a tragic hero or heroine.

Hero

a person who is admired for having done something very brave or
having achieved something
great.

Villain

A bad person who harms other people or breaks the law.

Descriptio a spoken or written account of a person, object, or event
n
Adjective A word used to describe.
Myth
Legend
Moral

a traditional story, especially one concerning the early history of a
people or explaining a natural or social phenomenon, and typically
involving supernatural beings or events.
a traditional story sometimes popularly regarded as historical but
not authenticated.
a lesson that can be derived from a story or experience.

Mathematics

Autumn 1 - Sequences

Mathematics

Autumn 1 – Algebraic Notation
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Mathematics

Autumn 1 – Equality and Equivalence
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Science
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Keywords

Definition

Prediction

What you think will happen in an
experiment
Information gathered by your senses
An explanation you can test which includes a
reason and a 'science idea'
When repeat readings are close together
A straight or curved line drawn to show the
pattern of data points
A situation that presents a threat to people
How likely something is to be harmful
An action taken to remove the hazard or to
reduce the exposure to it
The process of looking at data and writing
about what you have found out..
What you write down to say what you have
found out during an investigation.
To discuss the quality of data collected
during an investigation and suggest
improvements to the method.
Variable A factor that can be changed,
measured and controlled

Observation
Hypothesis
Repeatable
Line of best fit
Hazard
Risk
Control measure
Analysis
Conclusion

Evaluate

Variable

Tier 3 Keywords

Definition

Control variable

One that remains unchanged or is held
constant to stop it affecting the dependent
variable
Has values that can be any number
What you measure or observe in an
investigation
Has values that are words or discrete
numbers
What you change in an investigation to see
how it affects the dependent variable
Variations in measurements, owing to the
method, measurement techniques, the
instrument
Errors are when the same quantity is
measured and inconsistent values are
obtained.
Errors arise from an inaccuracy in the system
and give rise to errors of the same value.

Continuous variable
Dependent variable
Discontinuous
variable
Independent variable
Experimental error

Random error

Systematic error

Section B: Apparatus
Name:
Bunsen
burner
Tripod

Diagram:

Use:
a common piece of laboratory
equipment used for heating,
sterilisation, and combustion
three-legged object used as a
platform in science experiments

Heat proof
mat

is used to prevent damage to a
work surface

Test tube

finger-like length of glass tubing,
open at the top with a flared lip,
and a rounded U-shaped
bottom., can be heated
is a pipe with a wide, often
conical mouth and a narrow
stem. It is used to channel liquid
or fine-grained substances into
containers with a small opening.
similar to the beaker, but has a
narrow neck. The neck allows
rubber bungs or cotton wool to
be fitted. The shape allows the
contents to be swirled or stirred
and the narrow neck keeps the
contents from spilling.
larger finger-like length of glass
tubing, open at the top with a
flared lip, and a rounded Ushaped bottom, can be heated.

Funnel

Conical flask

Boiling tube

Gauze
Beaker

Measuring
cylinder

made out of wire and holds small
glass objects on a tripod
glass container for liquids, can be
heated

container for determining
volumes of liquids.
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Section C: Presentation of data
Types of Data:
Categoric (Discrete) – values that are labels e.g. type of plant
Continuous – values are numbers e.g. temperature
Tables:
Time (s)
Volume (cm3)
Units only go in headings

Bar Chart:
Type of graph plotted for one piece of categoric data and one
piece of continuous data

Scatter Graph:
Type of graph plotted for two pieces of continuous data.
Has a line of best fit.
This may be a straight line or a curve (not join the dots)

HISTORY

How did the Silk Road change the world?
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Silk Road Key Vocabulary
A valuable cloth, originally made
only in China from threads spun by
caterpillars called silkworms.
A group of traders traveling
caravan
together.
caravanserai A roadside inn where travellers
could rest and recover from the
day's journey.
A fertile spot in a desert, where
oasis
water is found.
merchant
A person who buys and sells
products for profit.
Silk

bandits

Criminals who attack travellers to
steal from them.

trade

The business of buying and selling or
exchanging items.
A region in Asia which stretches
from the Caspian Sea in the west
to China and Mongolia in the east,
and from Afghanistan and Iran in the
south to Russia in the north.
The spreading of a feature or trend
or idea from one place to another
over time.
Waterways, paths, and trails that
traders used to move goods for
exchange from one place to
another.
Desert of the Death - Silk Road
avoided and went around it.

Central Asia

diffusion

Trade route

Taklamakan
Desert
Caliphate

The area ruled by a caliph- a chief
Muslim ruler.

Silk Road Key Knowledge
What was the Silk Road?
The Silk Road was a 4000 mile trade route connecting
China and the Far East with the Middle East and Europe.

Silk Road Key Dates
500-200
BC
330 BC

The Silk Road develops. Goods start
being traded across Central Asia.

138-125
BC
100 AD

Trade routes are established between
East and West.

638 AD

Christian missionaries bring Christianity
to China.
Islam is spread through Central Asia via
the Silk Road
Baghdad is founded as the capital of the
Caliphate.
The Black Death is spread along the Silk
Road.
A German geographer called this Asian
trade network the Silk Road.

What was it like to travel the Silk Road?
Dangers faced by merchants and travellers:
• Extreme weather conditions, e.g. the extreme heat of
the desert and cold of the mountain passes,
• Terrain that was difficult e.g. crossing mountain ranges
• Bandits, travellers were often attacked by people
wanting to steal their goods.

How did the Silk Road change the world?
-

Wealth created by trade on the Silk Road led to the
creation of cities such as Baghdad.
World religions such as Buddhism, Christianity and
Islam spread along the Silk Road.
Science and inventions spread east and west. E.g. the
technology for silk fabric making, stained glass, paper,
books, gunpowder and guns production.

750 AD
762 AD
1349
1877

Alexander the Great founds many
important Silk Road cities after defeating
Greece, Egypt and the Persian Empire.

Buddhism arrives in China.

Geography : Planet and People
Section A: Key Terms
A large expanse of land containing many different countries
Natural landscape features such as rivers and mountains
Human built features such as towns and cities
The gradual increase in the average temperature of the earth since
1800
Greenhouse
The trapping of heat in the earth’s atmosphere by a layer of
effect
greenhouse gases
Greenhouse
Gases that trap heat from the sun in the atmosphere, including
gases
carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, methane and CFCs
Solar radiation
Incoming heat from the sun
Carbon footprint A measurement of the total greenhouse gases given off directly or
indirectly by a person and their activities
Renewable
Energy that will not run out and will last forever, with greenhouse
energy
gas emissions given off
Congestion
A daily charge to dive in the centre of large cities to try and reduce
charge
traffic
Energy efficiency Methods to reduce the waste and use of energy by cars, homes and
appliances
Ecosystem
The interaction of plants and animals (living things) with the physical
(natural) environment in which they live
Extinction
Being destroyed or dying out so something no longer exists
Biodiversity
The number and variety of living things in the world
Indigenous tribes Native groups pf people who were the original owners and occupiers
of a place
Global inequality The difference in levels of wealth around the world
Development
A measure of the quality of life and/or wealth in a country
indicator
Developed
A well developed, usually rich, country with good quality of life
country
Emerging country A country which is becoming more developed
Developing
A country which is usually poor with generally low quality of life
country
International
The movement of people from one country to another
migration
Internal
The movement of people within one country
migration
Push factors
Negative aspects of a place that make people want to leave that
place
Pull factors
Positive aspects of a place that make people want to move to that
place
Refugee
A person who has been forced to leave their country in order to
escape war, persecution, or natural disaster
Asylum seeker
A person who has left their home country as a refugee and is seeking
asylum in another
Economic
A person who travels from one country or area to another in order to
migrant
improve their standard of living
Continent
Physical features
Human features
Global warming
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Section B: Key Issues
How are humans causing global warming?
Causes: Greenhouse gases that act as an insulation
blanket around the earth, the gases are carbon
dioxide, methane, water vapour, CFCs and nitrous
oxide and are given off by both natural and human
activities. Human activities have thickened this
layer causing the earth to warm.: Factories, Power
Stations, Aeroplanes, deforestation.
Preventions: Using of renewable energy,
congestion charge, driving less, banning petrol and
diesel cars, recycling/reusing and limiting waste.
What are the causes and effects of the global
extinction crisis?
1 million species are under threat from extinction.
This is due to humans activities such as
•
Destroying habitats – deforestation, Hydro
Electric PowerStations, cattle farming and
palm oil plantations
•
Climate change – has led to wild fires
destroying habitat for example the Amazon
•
Illegal hunting – directly responsible for the
threat of some animals such as Rhinos
Who’s got it good? Global wealth and poverty
•
Inequality across the world is worse now
than ever before.
•
More than 1 billion people live in extreme
poverty across the world.
•
There are 2043 billionaire across the world –
mostly men.
•
The poorest people in the world saw no
increase in their wealth, whereas the richest
saw the most increase in wealth over the last
5 years.
Why do people move between countries?
•

People move between countries either
voluntarily or through force.

•

The reasons why people move between
countries are called push and pull factors.

Section C: Key Facts
1.

Over 70,000 fires burned in the Amazon rainforest in the
summer of 2019
2. Since 1860 the global temperature has gone up by 1
degree Celsius.
3. People recycling waste has increased from 40% to 46%
since 2010
4. The congestion charge in London means people have to
now pay £11.50 a day to drive a petrol car in central
London
5. UK government is committed to making 21 million homes
much more energy efficient by 2035
6. The development of a country can be measured using
many indicators such as : GDP, Literacy Rate, Life
expectancy and Average food intake
7. 82% of the worlds wealth went to 1% of the total
population
8. January and June 2019, 597 migrants drowned crossing
the Mediterranean from North Africa to Europe. 27,834
migrants successfully reached Europe in the same
period.
9. 2017 more than 5 million Syrians had fled to European
countries such as Germany.
10. In 2015 David Cameron agreed to take 20,000 Syrian
refugees into Britain, but by 2016 only 1,602 had been
accepted

RE

What do Muslims believe?

A.
Islam Key Vocabulary
99 names of God:
99 characteristics of God used by Muslims to try to describe
what God is like
Allah:
Caliph:
Caliphate:
Hafiz/Hafiza:
Hajj:
Hijab:
Iblis:
Idol

The Arabic name for God
Arabic word for the leader of the whole Muslim community
after the death of Muhammad; it literally means successor.
The Islamic community ruled over by the caliph
Someone who has memorised the Qur’an
Annual pilgrimage (journey) to Mecca
Arabic word that describes the act of covering up, often
used with women wearing headscarves

B. Islam Key Knowledge
Believers:
Muslims. Sunni and Shi’a are the two main groups.

Satan or the devil
A picture or object that people worship as part of their
religion
A leader of prayer
A struggle against evil
The black, cube shaped building in the centre of the Grand
Mosque in Mecca

Beliefs about God:

Mecca

A city in the present-day Saudi Arabia, Muhammad was born
here in 570CE

Sources of
Authority:

Medina

One of the main cities in Arabia in the time of Muhammad,
Muhammad and his followers fled here to escape
persecution and create the community

Mosque
Muslim:

Place of worship for Muslims
One who has submitted to following Islam, chooses to be a
Muslim by reciting Shahadah

Peace Be Upon Him
(PBUH):

The phrase to show respect to Muhammad

The Qur’an:
Ramadan:
The Five Pillars:

Holy Book
Fasting from dusk until sunset
The five most important duties for all Muslims

Shi’a

A minority group of Muslims who believe that Ali and his
descendants should have succeeded Muhammad as leaders
of Islam

Sunni

Majority of the Muslims across the world who believe that
the Rightly Guided caliphs were rightful successors of
Muhammad
Belief in the oneness of God

Imam:
Jihad:
Ka’aba:

Tawhid

The Five Roots of
Usul ad-Din
The Six Articles of
Faith

The five principles that Shi’a Muslims believe in
The main beliefs that Sunni Muslims hold

Key rituals:
Worship:
Signs of
membership:
Special places:
Important times:

Important people:

One God. Known as Allah in Arabic although there are 99 names for him. He had many messengers
known as prophets. Adam was the first and Muhammed the final messenger, he said God was the same
as the Jewish God. Angels continue to link God and humans today. The Arabic word ‘Islam’ literally
means ‘submission’. Submission is when you willingly surrender to something you believe to be greater
than you. They believe that Allah created the world out of nothing and that he has complete control
over their lives and what happens to them when they die.
The Qur’an (Sacred text) written in Arabic and believed to be the exact word of God. They believe that it
was revealed to Muhammad by God and is seen as the perfect, literal word of God that gives guidance in
how someone should behave. Some parts of the Bible are also important. (The Hadith teachings of the
prophets.) They follow the example of Muhammed pbuh. The Ummah (Muslim community) is also
important source of advice.
Sunni have “Six article of faith” to uphold, whilst Shi’a have “The Five Pillars of Islam”. These include 1.
Declaration of faith (shahadah) 2. Prayer (salah) 3. Charity(zakat) 4. Fasting(sawm) 5. Pilgrimage (hajj).
Every act of life should consider God, so all can be seen as worship. The first thing a Muslim hears and is
heard daily for the five prayer times.
Something which is allowed is “Halal” whilst forbidden is “Haram”. These rules affect what you can eat,
wear and do. Modesty means some women wear a head covering (many types), and men wearing loose
clothing and a small hat (topi).
A mosque is an Islamic holy building. It will face Mecca, which is the Holy city in Saudi Arabia. This is
where Muhammed is said to have received the Qur’an from.
Friday is the holy day where prayer is seen is compulsory for Friday noon prayers (this only applies to
men). Ramadan is celebrated every year and is believed to be the when Muhammad received his first
revelation from the angel Jibril on the Night of Power. Ramadan ends with Id Ul-Fitr which is a 3 day
celebration.
Abu Bakr: the first Rightly Guided Caliph and Muhammad’s closest companion; Ali: the fourth Rightly
Guided Caliph and Muhammad’s cousin and son in law; Khadija: a wealthy business woman who
became Muhammad’s wife; Muhammad: The final prophet, who received God’s full revelation. Isa
(Jesus) is viewed with great respect and is an important prophet, Muslims are taught about his miracles
but is not believed to be divine or the Son of God.

SPANISH – About Me
Section B - Números

Section A – Introducciones
¡Hola! = Hello!!
Buenos días = Good morning
Buenas tardes/noches = Good afternoon/evening
Adiós = Goodbye
Hasta luego = See you later
¿Cómo te llamas? = What’s your name?
Me llamo… = My name is…
¿Qué tal? = How are you?
Bien, gracias = Well, thanks
Fenomenal = Great
Regular = Not bad
Fatal = Awful
¿Y tú? = And you?
¿Cuántos años tienes? = How old are you?
Tengo…años. = I am…years old.
¿Cuándo es tu cumpleaños? = When is your birthday?
Mi cumpleaños es el…de… = My birthday is the…of…
Section E – Nombres (Noun Gender and Articles)

Every noun in Spanish has a gender. In general, nouns
ending in ‘o’ are masculine and nouns ending in ‘a’ are
feminine. Plural nouns end in ‘s’. The article must
agree (match) with the gender of the noun.
Article

Masc

Fem

Masc
plural

Fem
plural

Definite = The

el

la

los

las

Indefinite = A

un

una

unos

unas

Uno = One
Dos = Two
Tres = Three
Cuatro = Four
Cinco = Five
Seis = Six
Siete = Seven
Ocho = Eight
Nueve = Nine
Diez = Ten
Once = Eleven
Doce = Twelve
Trece = Thirteen
Catorce = Fourteen
Quince = Fifteen
Dieciséis = Sixteen
Diecisiete = Seventeen
Dieciocho = Eighteen
Diecinueve = Nineteen
Veinte = Twenty
Veintiuno = Twenty one
Veintidós = Twenty two
Veintitrés = Twenty three etc.
Treinta = Thirty
Treinta y uno = Thirty one
Section H – Opiniones
Me encanta = I love
Me gusta = I like
No me gusta = I don’t like
Odio = I hate
porque es = because it is

Section D - Tener

Section C - Meses
enero = Jan
febrero = February
marzo = March
abril = April
mayo = May
junio = June
julio = July
agosto = August
septiembre = September
octubre = October
noviembre = November
diciembre = December

To have

Tener

I have

(Yo) tengo

You have

(Tú) tienes

He/She has

(Él/Ella) tiene

We have

(Nosotros) tenemos

You (all) have

(Vosotros) tenéis

They have

(Ellos/ellas) tienen

Section F – Ropa
Llevo = I wear
Un vestido = A dress
Un chubasquero = A raincoat
Un abrigo = A coat
Un jersey = A jumper
Una chaqueta = A jacket
Una camisa = A shirt
Una bufanda = A scarf
Una camiseta = A t-shirt
Una falda = a skirt
Unos pantalones = Some trousers
Unos vaqueros = Some jeans
Unos calcetines = Some socks
Unos zapatos = Some shoes
Unas botas = Some boots
Unas zapatillas de deporte = Some trainers

Section G – Colores (and
adjective agreements)
These colours are adjectives
and must agree (match)
with the gender of the
noun that you are
describing. Some colours do
not change.
Amarillo/a/os/as = Yellow
Blanco/a/os/as = White
Negro/a/os/as = Black
Rojo/a/os/as = Red
Azul/es = Blue
Gris/es = Grey
Marrón/es = Brown
Verde/s = Green
Naranja = Orange
Rosa = Pink
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Section D – Los profesores
¿Cómo es tu profe? = What’s your teacher like?
El profesor de… es… = The…teacher is...
Section
C
–
Opiniones
de
asignaturas
Section B – Las asignaturas
aburrido/a = boring
antipático/a = mean
¿Te gusta…? = Do you like…?
¿Qué estudias? = What do you
divertido/a = fun
Me gusta (mucho) = I like (a lot)
study?
severo/a = strict
No me gusta (nada) = I don’t like (at all)
Estudio = I study
simpático/a = nice, kind
porque es = because it is
No estudio = I do not study
más…que = more…than
Pienso que es = I think that it is
Nunca estudio = I never study
menos…que = less than
No pienso que sea = I don’t think that it is
El dibujo = art
Tiene el pelo… = He/she has…hair
These adjectives must agree with the
El francés = French
castaño = brown
gender of the subject you are describing.
El inglés = English
negro = black
Bueno/a/os/as = good
El teatro = drama
rubio = blonde
Difícil/es = difficult
La educación físico = PE
corto = short
Fácil/es = easy
La historia = history
largo = long
Útil/es = useful
La informática = ICT
ondulado = wavy
Importante/s = important
La música = music
rizado = curly
Interesante/s = interesting
La religion = RE
Pelo is masculine so all adjectives describing liso = straight
La geografía = geography
Es calvo/a = He/She is bald
hair are masculine.
La tecnología = tech
Ojos is masculine and plural (you have two Tiene los ojos… = He/She has…eyes.
Las ciencias = science
eyes!) so all adjectives describing eyes are azules = blue
Las matemáticas = maths
grises = grey
masculine and plural.
marrones = brown
verdes = green
Section F – Verbos

SPANISH - School

Section A – En la clase
(no) Hay = There is (not)
¿Qué hay? = What is there?
El alumno = the students
El profesor = the teacher
El ordenador = the computer
El equipo de música = the stereo
El proyector = the projector
El lápiz = the pencil
El sacapuntas = sharpener
El bolígrafo = the pen
La profesora = the teacher
La ventana = the window
La goma = the rubber
Hay is
La regla = the ruler
pronounced
La pizarra = the board
‘eye’.
La puerta = the door
Los libros = the books
Las mesas = the tables
Las sillas = the chairs
Section E – La hora
¿A qué hora? = At what time?
¿Qué hora es? = What time is it?
Es la una = it’s one o’clock
Son las dos = it’s two o’clock
a = at
y diez = ten past
y cuarto = quarter past
y media = half past
menos cuarto = quarter to
menos veinte = twenty to
El mediodía = midday

Subject

SER – to be

ESTUDIAR – to study

COMER – to eat

I

Soy

Estudio

Como

You

Eres

Estudias

Comes

He/she

Es

Estudia

Come

We

Somos

Estudiamos

Comemos

You (all)

Sois

Estudiáis

Coméis

They

son

Estudian

Comen

Section G – El recreo
En el recreo = At break
¿Qué comes? = What do you eat?
Un bocadillo = a sándwich
Un plátano = a banana
Una manzana = an Apple
Unas patatas fritas = some crisps
¿Qué bebes? = What do you drink?
Un zumo de naranja = an orange juice
Una botella de agua mineral = water
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Year 7 Physical Education
Warm ups and Cool Downs
Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary
Warm up

Definition

Physical

Activities done before exercise to
prepare the body and mind, reduce the
risk on injury and maximise performance
Activities done at the end of physical
exercise to slowly return the body to
normal resting levels
Factors related to the body

Mental

Factors related to the mind

Cool down

Examples
Static Stretches

Key Facts
Things to include in a warm up
1. Heartrate raiser
2. Static stretches
3. Mobility exercises
4. Dynamic movements
5. Skill practises
Things to include in a cool down
1. Slow return to resting heartrate
2. Static stretches

Examples
Heartrate

Th number of times the heart contracts
in one minute

Skills

Movements used in the sport e.g.
passing, dribbling, shooting

Oxygen

Present in the air and breathed into the
body for energy production and removes
lactic acid
The range of movement around a joint

Flexibility
Tier 3
Vocabulary
Dynamic
Movements

Definition

Mobility
Exercises

Exercises that move a joint through its
full range of motion

Static
Stretches

Holding a muscle still in a stretched
position for 8-10 seconds

Lactic acid

Produced during exercise, build up leads
to fatigue

Heartrate Raiser Activities

Mobility Exercises

Movements that involve changing
direction and changing speed

Dynamic Movements
Skill Practises

15
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Year 7 Design and Technology Electronics

Key Facts and Specialist Vocabulary
A

C

E

B

“I know the names of key components. I can draw the symbols and explain their
purpose”

Component

Symbol

Purpose

A Battery

Starts electrical
current

B Wire

The current travels
along the wire

C Switch

Opens and closes
the circuit

D LED/Light

Turns electricity to
heat or light

E Motor

Turns electricity to
movement

F Buzzer

Turns electricity to
sound

D

F

“I can use a resistor value chart to find the value of a resistor”
A resistor is a device that opposes
the flow of electrical current. The
bigger the value of a resistor, the
more it opposes the current flow.
The value of a resistor is given in Ω
(ohms) and is often referred to as
its ‘resistance’.
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Design & Technology – Engineering
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary

Section B: Key Facts

Definition

Comes from trees that lose their leaves during winter
(deciduous). These trees take longer to grow
Hardwood
because of this they are often more expensive, for
example, Mahogany, Oak, Ash, Walnut.
Comes from trees that keep their leaves all year
Softwood
round (coniferous). These trees grow quickly and are
often cheaper. For example, Pine, Cedar & Spruce
A man made timber. A composite of resin and
Manufactured
timber. For example, MDF, Plywood, Laminated
Timber
Timber
Medium Density Fibreboard, is a man made wood
MDF
that is free from natural defects. It has a smooth
sanded surface and precision finish.
Is a manufactured timber made from an odd number
Plywood
of layers that are glued together. Each layer is
rotated 90 degrees, this improves the strength,
stability, prevents warping and reduces the risk of
splitting when nailed in at the edges
Because of the way that wood grows, every piece of
Grain
timber has a clear grain direction, which appears
differently depending on how the board is sawn.
Technically 'wood grain' refers to the alignment,
texture and appearance of wood fibres
A drill mounted on a pillar which is then screw to the
Pillar drill
floor. We have 3 pillar drills and 1 table top drill in
technology. By attaching a drill bit they are used to
drill holes in wood, metal and plastic.
A tool used to cut straight lines in wood. They are
Tenon saw
also used to cut special joints called mortis and tenon
joints.
A tool used to cut wood and plastic. It has a special
Coping saw
blade that can cut curves. Coping saws have a metal
blade and frame often with a wooden handle.
A tool with a characteristically shaped cutting edge,
Chisel
used for removing waste material from wood.
A tool used to mark out parallel lines onto wood.
Marking
Gauge
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Section C:Tools & Equipment

Tools
Prohibition sign – a sign prohibiting
behaviour likely to increase or cause
danger (eg ‘no access for unauthorised
persons’).

Tenon saw

Coping saw

Warning sign – a sign giving warning
of a hazard or danger (eg ‘danger:
electricity’).
Marking Gauge

Steel rule
Chisel

Mandatory sign – a sign prescribing
specific behaviour (eg ’eye protection
must be worn’).

Equipment

Emergency escape or first-aid
sign – a sign giving information on
emergency exits, first-aid, or rescue
facilities (eg ’emergency exit/escape
route’).

Bench hook

Diagram
of the
Pillar drill
Hand feed
Depth
stop

Bed/work
table

Base

Sharp pencil

Year 7 Design and Technology Graphics
Year 7 Graphics key words
Line

Defines shape, outer edge of an
object

Contour

A path that is an even distance
around another path

Font

A particular size, weight and style of
a typeface.

Horizon

An imaginary line that runs across
the page.

Vanishing point

An imaginary point in the far distance
that all lines are drawn towards.

Vertical line

A line that is drawn down the page.

Horizontal line

A line that is drawn across the page.

Perspective

How we draw 3D objects on a 2D
surface.

Typography

Style, arrangement and the
appearance of letters.

Typography
Typography is the art and technique of arranging type to make written
language legible, readable, and appealing when displayed.
The term typography is also applied to the style, arrangement, and
appearance of the letters, numbers, and symbols created by the process.
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Design & Technology – Great Designs Year 7
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Key words

Definition

who

The name of the person or object

when

In which year, place or a time

why

where

What was the reason for this
happening?
In which place or area.

how

A description of what happened

Section C: Design Movements
Arts & Crafts
1880-1920

form

the way the object, process or idea
was designed so that it would work.
function
The essential act that the object,
process or idea should carry out.
planned
When products are designed to only
obsolescence last for a specific period

•
•
•
•
•

Bauhaus
1919 - 1933

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simplicity – hand made
Inspiration from nature –
plants, birds and animals.
Natural forms and materials
Colour and texture
Key figure- William Morris

Form follows function
Products for a machine age
Everyday objects for everyday
people
Modern materials
Simple, geometrically pure
forms and clean lines
Omitting decorative frills
Walter Gropius, Marcel Breuer
and Mies van der Rohe
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Section D
Moral issues – consumerism
Technology is about designing and making products for
people. People live in many different places with
different climates, different levels of wealth and
different needs and beliefs.
We need to be aware of this in our designing and
making, and make sure that we do not harm or offend
any people, or damage our environment in any way.
Give an example of a product and consider the moral
issues attached to it.
Social means relating to society or to the way society is
organized.
Culture is a complex concept, with many different
definitions. But, simply put, "culture" refers to a group or
community with which we share common experiences
that shape the way we understand the world.
It includes groups that we are born into, such as gender,
race, national origin, class, or religion.

Section B: Biography
Michael Thonet (2 July 1796 – 3 March 1871) was a
German-Austrian cabinet maker, known for the
invention of bending solid wood. His bent solid and
laminated beech chairs with woven cane seats and
backs remain among the most successful industrial
designed products of all time.
The most famous example was the No 14
chair, introduced in 1859, known today as
model 214.
Composed of six wooden parts, ten screws
and two washers, it heralded a new era of
affordability, standardisation, mass
production and global trade – a crate
measuring just one cubic metre could hold
36 disassembled chairs.

Memphis
1981-1988

The Memphis group was an
alternative viewpoint to
minimalism:
• It was started by a group of
Italian designers, led by Ettore
Sottsass.
• They produced highly
decorative laminates and
humorous products.
• Their post modernism influence
can be seen in many of today's
products

Images which represent
Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism,
Shenism, Taoism, and Islam

Eastern culture refers to nations in the Asia and Middle
East whereas Western world refers to North and South
America, Europe, Australia and New Zealand.
Is it important to understand other cultures?
How would you describe your own culture?

COMPUTER SCIENCE
B - Formatting

A – The School IT System
Strong Passwords
•
•
•
•
•

At least 8 characters
Uppercase and lowercase letters
Numeric and symbol characters
Not based on your name
Cannot be an old school password

Keyword

Definition

Audience

Who it is for which can be broken into age, gender and
interests

Purpose

What is it for, the job of the document or publication; to
inform, to entertain, to persuade, to inspire

C – Online Dangers
Misuse of online data

What is Cyberbullying

Netiquette

Someone stealing or using your
personal information for identity
theft, fraud or to impersonate you

Cyberbullying is bullying that takes
place over digital devices like cell
phones, computers, and tablets.
Cyberbullying can occur through
SMS, Text, and apps, or online in
social media, forums, or gaming
where people can view, participate
in, or share content. Cyberbullying
includes sending, posting, or sharing
negative, harmful, false, or mean
content about someone else. It can
include sharing personal or private
information about someone else
causing embarrassment or
humiliation. Some cyberbullying
crosses the line into unlawful or
criminal behaviour.

The word netiquette is a combination of ’net’ (from
internet) and ’etiquette’. It means respecting other
users’ views and displaying common courtesy when
posting your views to online discussion groups

Inappropriate content
Information, videos and images that
are not suitable for age or society

Unknown communication
Talking, messaging and other forms
of communication to a public
audience or to private people to
possible fake identities

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Section A: Key Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Formal Elements of
Art

ART

Definition

Primary Colours

RED
YELLOW
BLUE

MONO = one
Using many
different tones of
only one colour

Tint = To make lighter
Shade = To make darker

Colours that can not be mixed or
formed by any other combination
of colours

Secondary Colours

19cm

GREEN
PURPLE
ORANGE

12cm
GRID
ENLARGEMENT

Colours formed by mixing the
Primary Colours

Tertiary Colours

Yellow-orange
Red-orange
Red-purple
Blue-purple
Blue-green
Yellow-green
Colours made by mixing Primary
and Secondary colures

Monochrome

Using many different tones of only one colour

Shape, Form, Tone, Texture

Colour

Section C
MONO = ONE

Colour, Line, Pattern,
Can be natural or man-made.
There are two main types of
colours, primary and secondary.
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Use a grid to make
a bigger copy

Cold
colours
Warm
colours

Colours can suggest different moods and
temperatures.
Blue suggests cool and fresh like the sea
and sky.
Red and orange suggest heat and energy.
Blood red can mean danger and pain.

DRAMA Autumn Term 1-Rehearsal techniques
Section A: Rehearsal Techniques
Rehearsal techniques help to explore and deepen understanding of
the drama that you create. When you are rehearsing you will use some of
the techniques to get a better understanding of the characters, their
objective, their relationships and status, which will help you to play or
respond to characters more effectively.

Section B: Staging vocabulary

Drama placeholder

Vocabulary

Definitions

Conscience alley

One person walks down an alleyway made by the
group and listens to thoughts or advice.

Hot seating

A character is questioned by the group about his or her
background, behaviour and motivation.

Monologue

A speech spoken by one character to another,
expressing thoughts and feelings.
Using words/phrases or answering questions about the
character you are playing on a piece of paper that has a
gingerbread man outline. This gives you more
information about your character and can help you
play your role more effectively.
Using a script/storyline as a base to create an
unplanned drama scene.

Role on the wall

Off textimprovisation
Thought tracking
Tableaux
Soundscape

To speak aloud the thoughts or feelings of a character
in a freeze-frame.
Participants make still images with their bodies to
represent a scene.
The leader or one member of the group acts as
conductor, whilst the rest of the group are the
'orchestra‘ to create the sound of a particular
atmosphere i.e. a stormy night or a busy street etc.,
Section C: The 9 Stage positions

These are the nine stage
positions. These are used
when blocking performances,
so actors are spatially aware
and know where to move on
stage. When thinking about
using your performance
space, there are three things
you should consider:
• the areas of the stage
• the terminology you’ll be
using to refer to the areas
of the stage
• if you’re going to use
different levels

Upstage

Upstage

Upstage

Downstage
Downstage

Downstage

Fourth wall

The fourth wall is a an invisible, imagined wall which separates actors from
the audience.

Blocking

Is the process of placing performers in a specific space on the stage.

Spatial awareness

Helps an actor to move efficiently and effectively on stage knowing the
whereabouts of other actors, sets, props, the limits of the stage and lighting
as well as maintaining their movements within the same proportion of the
stage even when the size of the stage changes in different venues.

Proxemics

The distance between performers on stage and how this shows the
relationship between characters.

Position and direction

Is used to help keep track of how performers move during rehearsal and
performance. There are 9 stage positions altogether.

Split staging

Dividing the acting area into more than one space e.g. an office and the
factory floor.

Levels

Using different heights onstage. This can be used to suggest status meaning the power or authority one character has over another. It's
important to consider what the use of levels suggests when staging a
scene. Levels can also be used to suggest various locations.

Section D-Musical Theatre

Musical theatre in Europe can be traced back to Ancient Greece
where music and dance were included in stage comedies and
tragedies during the 5th century BCE.
Musical theatre uses song, dance and dialogue to tell a story. The
very popular genre's roots go back centuries and there are
specialised roles involved in putting on a production of a modern
musical.
Musicals set out to entertain through a combination of:
• catchy music in a popular style
• solo songs, duets, choruses and ensembles
• orchestra or band accompaniment
• spoken dialogue
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• dance sequences, stage spectacles and magnificent costumes

Find Your Voice
Section A: What are the Elements of
Music?

The elements of music are the
building blocks of music. Every
piece of music is built up from
these elements. We remember
these by using DR SMITH
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dynamics and articulation
Rhythm, metre and tempo
Structure
Melody and pitch
Instrumentation and timbre
Texture
Harmony and tonality

Section C: Vocal Technique
Term
Warm up

Breath
control

Diction

Posture
Relax

Definition
The preparation you
do before you sing to
ensure you don’t
strain your voice
Breathing deeply and
engaging your
diaphragm to
support your sound
Using your mouth,
specifically your lips,
teeth and tongue, to
clearly pronounce
each word
Standing or sitting
correctly
Releasing any
tension in your
muscles or throat to
prevent strain

Section B: Definitions of the Elements of Music
Element
Dynamics
Articulation

Rhythm
Metre
Tempo
Structure
Melody
Pitch
Instrumentation
Timbre
Texture
Harmony

Tonality

Definition
Volume; e.g. described in basic terms as
loud or soft
How a note is played or sung; e.g. short
and spiky, or smooth
The length of notes; e.g. described in
basic terms as short or long
The number of beats in a bar; also
known as the time signature
The speed of a piece of music; e.g.
described in basic terms as fast or slow
How a piece is organised into sections,
e.g. verses and choruses
The main tune of a piece of music
How high or low a note is
The instruments used in a piece of music
The tone or sound quality of musical
notes
The layers in a piece of music, e.g.
described in basic terms as thick or thin
More than one note sounding at the
same time; e.g. described in basic terms
as blending or clashing
The key of a piece; e.g. described in
basic terms as major or minor

Section E: The Benefits of Singing

Section D: Voice Types
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